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Executive Summary
We plan to run a national campaign for
Outback Steakhouse in the 2018 calendar
year. With a 30 million dollar budget,
we expect to increase traffic and create
brand equity.
The goal is to get Outback to be the number
one restaurant that consumers are excited
and passionate about. Our research helped
determine the target audience and how to
best reach them. We want to change the
consumer’s perception of the relevancy and
quality of the Outback brand. The current
advertising ideas in the market category of
fast-casual dining are worn out with a focus
on deals and a false sense of urgency.
. tilizing our well-developed strategy, we have
U
created traditional and digital advertisements
to resonate with our target. Our strong creative
tactics and our calculated media plan will drive
an increase in digital and physical traffic.
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Meet the Team
We didn’t know who we were as a group until
we spent seven hours straight together in a
small conference room. We joked, we worked
hard, but most of all we became a team. We
had those same seven-hour sessions every
week for over a month because that’s when
our work really thrived.
We are about the ideas. The big ideas, the
bold ideas, and the inspiring ideas. We’re not
shy when it comes to the creative process.
We don’t just toss ideas around amongst
ourselves, we fling our ideas towards each
other with passion and force, back and forth,
right up until the moment we’re ready for the
big pitch.
“. Fling & Pitch” is who we are and it’s what we
do. We take risks, make statements, and more
importantly we listen to each other. It’s our
process, our mindset, and our founding story.
And it’s the way we win.
Pictured (left to right):
Madeleine Krick, Art Director;
Craig Diviny, Account Manager;
Craig Whitney, Copywriter;
Paul Michael DiGiacomo, Copywriter;
Michael Murray, Media Planner;
Carney Gilfillan, Copywriter
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Objectives
• Define our target audience and subsequently find
their media consumption habits, what they are exposed
to, how often, and where.
Other factors include:
• How often do they dine out and how frequently do
they cook at home?
• Their use of loyalty programs and if they have them.
If yes, how often do they use them?
• What are their reasons for trying new restaurants,
is it because it was recommended?

Research Methods
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SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Worldwide presence - restaurant
locations in 20+ countries

Lack of clear differentiation between
primary competitors - speciﬁcally in
offerings and price point

Strong market presence has
created brand familiarity

Majority of locations are outdated
and in need of renovation to match
current brand aesthetics

Unique family-friendly
atmosphere unlike any of its
competitors
Famous core menu items that
repeat customers love

Inconsistent customer service and
food quality
Low social media presence

OPPORTUNITIES
Shift advertising focus away from
value and deal-oriented promotions
Create more opportunities for
engagement on location
Increase unique Australian theme
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THREATS
Growing competition - both
internationally and locally
Consumer trends towards
preference of more
authentic, local restaurants
Dietary trends of younger
Americans towards more
healthy options

Comparative Analysis
Currently Outback Steakhouse, along with
its main competitors Texas Roadhouse and
Longhorn Steakhouse, are focusing primarily
on the food aspect of the overall dining
experience. The menu options and price
points are virtually the same across the board
for these competitors causing all of them to
lack key differentiating factors. There is an
opportunity for Outback Steakhouse to change
its positioning to be more meaningful and truly
stand out from its direct competitors.

Most Used
Media Vehicle

48% Cable TV

96% Outdoor

97% Spot TV

48% Network Radio

Current Target
Market

Baby Boomers

Family on a Budget

Older generation
35+ Years Old

Local 35-49 Years Old

$3,150M

$1,990M

$1,588M

$4,420M

994

450

481

2,033

No Rules, Just Right

Legendary Food,
Legendary Service

You Can’t Fake Steak

See You Tomorrow

Sales 2016
Number of
Locations
Tagline
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Target Demographic
The current core consumers of Outback are
people from the Baby Boomer generation
between the ages of 53-71. We appreciate
and respect their love of the brand; however,
with this campaign, this demographic will
shift to become our secondary target
audience. They expect quality food and
the service to match which we will continue
to provide.
The primary target audience of this campaign
consists of young suburban families. This
demographic includes older Millennial and
younger Generation X people. They tend to
be parents between the ages of 25 - 40 and
have children under the age of 18. They go
out to eat 1 to 2 times a month on a budget
and usually bring children with them. Quick
service and food options for the whole family
are important to them when deciding where
to dine.
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Personas

Darren

Christine

George

Age: 38

Age: 34

Age: 29

Occupation: Software Sales
Supervisor, 60k

Occupation: Account
Executive, 70k

Occupation: Locomotive
Systems Mechanic, 50k

Location: Covina, CA

Location: Denton, TX

Location: Ridley, PA

Motivations: Darren works
hard five days a week in the
city, and he really enjoys
taking his wife and kids out to
eat every now and then. He
expects quality food and even
greater quality time with his
family of four.

Motivations: Christine started
working in the finance industry
right out of college. She loves
dining out with her family on
weekends. They have hectic
schedules so they enjoy
getting together with no
distractions over a nice meal.

Frustrations: Slow service,
long wait lines, lack of child
accommodations

Frustrations: Impersonal
service, lack of highchairs,
few options for health
conscious lifestyle

Motivations: George’s wife
Kate just gave birth to their
first son. They enjoy dining out
when they have the energy,
and they often call ahead for
a pickup/delivery when they
don’t. Sometimes they meet
Kate’s parents at a restaurant
to catch up.
Frustrations: Loud restaurants,
cramped seating, unclean
surfaces
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Strategy
In order to boost the online presence and
physical foot traffic for Outback Steakhouse,
we will shift Outback’s current focus.
The entire “casual dining” restaurant segment
of the market is “cluttered.” Every TV
commercial in the category for this industry
does the same thing that Outback is currently
doing: showing food and talking about deals.
Our research shows that humorous, real-life,
value-oriented and family-oriented advertising
connect most with our national audience.
Stepping into this new mindset allows us to
place ourselves above the competition and to
build brand equity because we are no longer
equating ourselves with a category that is on
the decline.
The American audience wants an honest-tolife story with humor and heart behind it.
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Big Idea
In our research, these three words stood
out as the most accurate representations of
Outback: Starting, Escaping, and Sharing.
Each of these words have multiple meanings.
They describe the literal, concrete reasons
consumers enjoy Outback and they also
convey the more abstract essence of an
Outback experience.
From a literal standpoint, starting refers to
the famous appetizers at the beginning of
the meal, escaping represents the unique
Australian decor, and sharing is literally when
people share their meals with each other.
On the other hand, from a theoretical
standpoint, Outback serves as a place to
depart from the norm, start a conversation,
and create a meaningful experience.
One of the most important things you can
do is start a worthwhile conversation among
the people you surround yourself with. When
you are able to escape a conversation that is
superficial or based on “small talk”, you end up
benefiting from sharing knowledge, moments,
memories, and a bit of yourself.
Outback provides the space to create these
impactful moments. Without having to worry
about the cooking or cleaning up after a meal,
you have all the time in the world to focus
on the people around you and work on a
meaningful connection.

“With great food,
conversation comes easy.”
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Television Storyboard
Scene 1: Exterior parking lot
Action: The car parks. A man steps out of
the driver side and rushes over to open the
other door. The woman in the passenger seat
already opens it by the time he gets there.

Scene 2: Entrance to Outback
Action: Man rushes to open the front door
for the woman.

Scene 3: Interior restaurant
Action: The man sits down across from the
woman. The server places a Bloomin’ Onion
on the table.

Scene 4: Table, close-up
Action: The woman takes a big piece of
the Bloomin’ Onion and dips it into the
sauce. She takes a big bite and crumbs
fall on the table.

Scene 5: Table, wide shot
Action: The couple eats and laughs, not afraid
of making a mess.
Type Overlay: With great food, conversation
comes easy.
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Television
Our television placement was decided on after
researching both network and cable stations
that index high with our customers. We plan
on running cable throughout most the year for
a more cost effective reach potential, while
reserving network placements for quarters one
and three, when general consumer interest in
Outback peaks.
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Radio Script
SFX:

Kids making noises playing soccer, parents cheering Up & Under

DAD 1:

Shoot it! Shooooot!

SFX:

Dad sigh. Whistle blows.

DAD 2:

Hey Jeff, how’s the new job? Heard a lot of things from the Mrs.

DAD 1:

Yeah, It’s good ya know. Move the ball! Come on, pass!

DAD 2:

Such a great day for soccer, right? Not a cloud in the sky.

DAD 1:

Perfect day….what is that ref?

DAD 2:

Welp, Good talk.

ANNCR:

We at Outback Steakhouse know the symptoms of small talk.
Dead end questions, short responses, and chats about
the weather. Our remedy is shareable apps, quality steaks
and a laid back atmosphere. With great food, conversation
comes easy. Outback Steakhouse.
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Radio
As our target market is mainly commuters,
we will run several radio ads maintaining the
brand voice and theme of great food and
the conversation while dining at Outback.
These radio spots will reinforce the mantra of
“with great food, conversation comes easy”.
Choosing radio networks that yield a high
listener rating will only increase more guest
visits to Outback. One of the most consistently
popular and highest rated shows on radio is
Weekends with The Breakfast Club.
Sports fans love Outback almost as much
as their home team. We can take advantage
of this by airing our radio spots on Mike and
Mike in the Morning and J.T. the Brick on
Fox Sports Radio. Our focused daypart will
reach listeners as they head into work or drop
their kids off at school. We hope to subtly
reinforce the familiar brand of Outback with
a comfortable dining atmosphere, consistent
quality steaks and a menu designed to
be shared.
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Out of Home
Billboards
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Out of Home
Sports Sponsorships
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Social Media
Buzzfeed
While Outback has had a strong brand
presence in the full-service restaurant market
for over a decade, we feel that their social
content has not yet had a chance to create the
same impression. One of the ways we aim to
change our social presence is by partnering
with Buzzfeed. Compelling, share-worthy,
original content will allow us to engage with
both our current and future audiences.
Facebook
The Outback Steakhouse Facebook page
is the best place to interact and engage
with our current consumer base. Aside
from relationship-building and customer
service, the Outback Facebook page will
be posting more original content based
on the experience you get at an Outback,
rather than a sales promotion.
In addition to the owned media
placements, we will run a Facebook ad
campaign consisting of various sponsored
posts that help users pivot from focusing
on limited-time offers to quality-time
offers. The campaign will target both baby
boomers and millennials alike, driving
users to their nearest Outback location.
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Organic Posting Schedule
According to our research, the best times of day to
post on Facebook are between noon and 3:00 PM.
Specifically Wednesday at 3:00 PM is the best time of
the week to post, on average. The statistics we acquired
helped make the decisions for Twitter and Instagram.
. ur target audience uses Facebook the most, so a daily
O
organic reach will connect with our target audience and
convey the message most effectively.

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

12PM

3PM

6PM

9PM
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Search Engine Marketing

Long-tail branded keywords: Outback has
a strong presence on search, but it needs to
rank more pages on the first page in order
to limit competition. The menu and home
page rank very well, but separate pages like
locations and the blog can be targeted.
Negative keywords: By winning bids on other
brands’ keywords (‘Longhorn Steakhouse
Menu’) Outback will gain visibility and limit
the visibility of competitors.
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Media Rationale
Outback’s top priority throughout this
campaign is to reach a younger audience,
while simultaneously engaging our current
customers. This will be accomplished by
differentiating the Outback Steakhouse brand
through not only the creative messaging, but
the media placements themselves.
We plan on reaching the nation by going
where they are, instead of hoping for them to
come to us. This is why we have decided on a
heavy digital marketing focus. Not only does
digital allow us to reach more consumers more
often, it also opens up opportunity for us to
target based on behaviors and habits, rather
than just demographics.
While the scope of the campaign is national,
we will also target specific markets with
traditional media placements that are more
effective when placed by region. This includes
billboards and sports stadium sponsorships.
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Market Analysis
While we were tasked with creating a national
campaign, we have selected five designated
market areas across the U.S. in order to
highlight regions that possess high sales
potential. These key markets were chosen
based on: number of Outback locations,
Nielsen DMA rankings, and regional market
shares of our closest competitors.
These five DMAs will also allow us to
demonstrate how media placement
strategies will differ from region to region
in order to achieve maximum efficiency
across the country.

Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL - 222 Company owned locations
Greenville-New Bern-Washington, NC - 65 Company owned locations
Los Angeles, CA - 63 Franchise locations
Dallas, TX - 74 Franchise locations (Texas Roadhouse’s biggest market share)
Philadelphia, PA - 46 Company Owned locations (Texas Roadhouse’s second biggest market)
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Touchpoints
In order to ensure more accurate tracking of
our media placements, we have broken down
media exposure into three categories.
Commute
Many Outback locations thrive in the hearts
of suburbia’s across the country, which is why
the focus of our out-of-home media strategy
is based on billboards that our target will
experience while going to and from work.
Billboard locations will be selected based
on both regional impression estimates and
Outback location proximity.
Additionally, our network radio placements
on “The Brick” sports radio cast and “The
Breakfast Club” entertainment news will
coincide with our out-of-home while our
customers are in the car.
At Home - “What’s for dinner?”
Media placements designed to reach our
customers at home consist of both traditional
and non-traditional platforms. Our primary
generator for reach and frequency at home will
be our early fringe and prime time placements
on network and cable stations such as: FX,
TBS, Fox, and CBS.
Digital
Our digital media strategy includes a wide
array of platforms including Pandora radio,
Google AdWords, Facebook Advertisements
and Buzzfeed custom content. Each of these
platforms offers reach both inside the home
on a desktop computer, as well as mobile.
Our primary engagement tool will be the
owned Outback social channels, as well as the
year-round Google AdWord and Facebook Ad
campaigns. Buzzfeed will also create custom
content articles to help new users discover
Outbacks social and domestic web content.
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Budget Breakdown
Past Outback advertising budgets have
heavily favored television, and for good
reason. Television advertising has had the
biggest impact on our current consumer
base, semi-rural suburban Americans. Twothirds of our budget has been put towards
ensuring that Outback Steakhouse stays on
the platform that our customers are most loyal
to. Additionally, network radio and out-of-home
will help to generate frequency as well as
campaign synergy, making up a combined
7% of our budget.
However, because this new campaign aims
to bring in a new audience by showcasing the
qualities of Outback, we have set nearly 30%
of our budget towards our digital strategy.
Our digital platforms are designed not just
to generate impressions, but to generate
engagement with audiences both old and
young, loyal and new.

DIGITAL

$7,2500,000

RADIO

$1,200,000

BILLBOARDS $1,000,000
SEARCH

$500,000

SPORTS SPSR $50,000
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TELEVISION

$20,000,000

TOTAL

$30,000,000

Media Calendar

Placement

NATIONAL

JAN

FEB

MAR APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

TOTAL
WEEKS

COST

Television
Network

:30 Spots

12

$9,000,000

:30 Spots

48

$11,000,000

Custom Content Articles

12

$3,900,000

6

$2,550,000

52

$800,000

52

$500,000

:30 Audio Ad

24

$1,200,000

Dale Mabry 1

26

$20,000

Greenville-New Bern-Washington, NC
Route 264

26

$20,000

Colorado SE

26

$20,000

LBJ (635)

26

$20,000

Schuylkill Expressway

26

$20,000

Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL
Tampa Youth League

52

$10,000

Greenville-New Bern-Washington, NC
Greenville Youth League

52

$10,000

LA Youth League

52

$10,000

Dallas Youth League

52

$10,000

Philly Youth League

52

$10,000

Cable
Digital
Buzzfeed
Pandora Radio

:30 Audio Ad

Facebook

Sponsored Posts

Search
Google Adwords

SEM

Radio
Network

PRIORITY MARKETS
Billboards
Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL

Los Angeles, CA
Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX
Philadelphia, PA
Community Sports Sponsorships

Los Angeles, CA
Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX
Philadelphia, PA
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Key Performance Indicators

IMPRESSIONS

FOOT TRAFFIC

Impressions are important in judging our
campaigns effectiveness. Keeping track of the
number of times one of our ads is displayed on
a webpage, along with the number of times one
of those ads is viewed by a unique visitor, will
help us to understand who we are
reaching and how frequently.

Measuring foot traffic will help us in seeing
the number of people visiting Outback
locations over the length of our campaign.
We will be able to understand whether or
not our campaign is driving more people to
make purchases.

WEBSITE VISITS

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

Throughout our campaign, we will closely
monitor the traffic that comes through the
Outback Steakhouse website. There will be
four ways traffic will be directed to the website.

Increasing Outbacks social media presence
and tracking the process will be highly
beneficial during our campaign.

• Direct Traffic: Visitors type in the URL.
• Referral Traffic: Visitors click on website
URL when displayed on another website.
• Organic Search Traffic: Visitors discover the
website by typing in keywords on a search
engine (Google) and click on the website link.
• Campaign Traffic: Visitors directed by
campaign content.

• Clicks: Shows that the content is pitched
in an interesting way where people want to
learn more.
• Likes: Helps generate more attention since
people gravitate towards popularity.
• Shares: Indicate quality work where people
want to personally recommend the company.
• Comments: Conversations in which
meaningful feedback can be retrieved.
• Brand Mentions: Shows brand relevance;
top-of-mind awareness.
• Profile Visits: Indicates interest in the
company.
• Active Followers: The amount of people
regularly interacting with the company.
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Return on Investment

Media

Budget

CPM

Impressions

SEM

$500,000

-

28,380,000

Television

$20,000,000

11

1,818,181,818

Buzzfeed

$3,900,000

10

399,000,000

Pandora

$2,550,000

7

364,285,714

Facebook

$850,000

3

283,333,333

Out of Home

$1,000,000

75

13,333,333

Radio

$1,200,000

6

200,000,000

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS: 3,106,514,198
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